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Subject's general information

Subject name POLITICAL COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC OPINION

Code 101972

Semester 1st Q(SEMESTER) CONTINUED EVALUATION

Typology Degree Course Character Modality

Bachelor's Degree in
Audiovisual Communication
and Journalism

3 COMPULSORY
Attendance-
based

Course number of
credits (ECTS)

6

Type of activity, credits,
and groups

Activity
type

PRAULA TEORIA

Number of
credits

3 3

Number of
groups

1 1

Coordination PUEYO PARIS, MIQUEL

Department CATALAN STUDIES AND COMMUNICATION

Important information
on data processing

Consult this link for more information.

2018-19

https://unidisc.csuc.cat/index.php/s/ljIirDLEOoUr5Rj


Teaching staff E-mail addresses
Credits
taught by
teacher

Office and hour of attention

PUEYO PARIS, MIQUEL mpueyo@filcat.udl.cat 6

Subject's extra information

This course is based on the idea that politics activity is also a communication process. Parties, institutions,
movements and citizens interact in a society greatly influenced by the media. For this reason, political
communication, which goes further than propaganda and is living a rapid changing process because of the
extension of the information society and the named Politics 2.0., need qualified professionals and new tools to
move efficiently in three essential areas: the global political communication, the communication of political agents
and the communication of public institutions. At the same time, it becomes a changing communicational space and
much more interactive, where new figures and practices emerge, like of the citizen's journalism, in the context of a
deep disrepute of the classic politics and its agents. Finally, the course includes an analysis of the ethical,
technological and sociological dimension of a new way to do politics, still new, and a revision of the reason for the
citizen's distancing from the traditional politics and politics comunication.

Competences

Competences educational goals
educational

activities
evaluation

mechanisms

Understand that the political activity is also a
communication process with different interaction
element that lives a rapid changing process
because of the extension of the information
society and the politics 2.0.

O1. Know the keys, techniques and
communication processes established
between citizens, entities, parties,
administration, media and individuals.

CM, Tut, S As, T, TA

Understand how communication in public
institutions, institutional advertising and
communication during emergencies works.

O2. Learn to use the communicative
tools for the mentioned acts, reflect on
the role of the media and how to get a
better training and communication
about the risks.

CM, Tut, S As, T, TA

Reflect about the crisis of the political institutions
and the media to distinguish information from
communication, propaganda or show among
other considerations.

O3. Revise the ethics of
communication, politics and social
movements in a democratic society.

CM, Tut, S As, T, TA

Subject contents

1. Comunicación and political communication. The actors, the channels and the contents. How is an agenda
made? What is leadership? Tools for political communication. Contacts, marketing, image, polls,
propaganda, campaign and new communication forms.

2. Communication strategies and abilities. Narration in different forms (press, radio, TV, internet), identity,
reputation, time management and strategies. Marks, agenda, storytelling. Society, media and Politics 2.0.

3. Crisis of the traditional politics and journalism. Politics of parties, institutions, organizations and citizens.
Guarding and participative journalism and "superjournalism". It is possible to regain honest and transparent
politics? From utopias to indignation and mobilisation.

4. Institutions and institutional communication in a liquid society. Communication in the public institutions.
Tools, characteristics and campaigns. Relations with the community, the citizens and the media.
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5. Communication in risky situations and emergencies. Risk and emergencies management through
interpersonal relations, the media and the social networks. Techniques, resources, ethics.

Methodology

activity CODIFICATION / description / typology TPD o G HP* HNP

Lectures (M) See timetable and syllabus O1, O2, O3 1   

Seminars (S)  O1, O2, O3 1   

Practicum (P)  O2, O3 1   

Projects (T)  O1, O2, O3 1   

Office Hours (Tut)  O1, O2, O3 1   

others (AA)   1   

Evaluation (AV)*  O1, O2, O3 1   

TOTAL      

Evaluation

evaluation
mechanisms

codification / description-criteria / typology TPD O activity %

Attendance and
participation (As)

Regular attendance to lectures and compulsory for the
additional activities and seminars.

40
Lectures, additional

activities and seminars
30

Evaluation (TA)
(Exam)

Evaluation of the given syllabus. 30 Lectures and seminars 30

Report (In) / Projects
(T)

Individual projects or in groups. 30 Reviews, exercises 25

Others (A)   Practical cases 15

TOTAL  100  100

O: Objective. %: percentage on the final grade.
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